POWER YOUR BUSINESS WITH THE
PATH-BREAKING TECHNOLOGY OF TALLY 9
Simplify Business Processes And Enhance Performance... With Unmatched Speed
Power Scaleability Reliability!

TALLY 9 - THE WORLDS FIRST CONCURRENT MULTI-LINGUAL BUSINESS ACCOUNTING & INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

Presenting Tally 9 - The World's First Concurrent Multi-lingual Business Accounting & Inventory Management Software
As your business grows and transcends state and international borders, you need a business accounting software that will keep pace with your complex
business demands, while simplifying growth. One that is, breathtakingly fast, amazingly powerful, immensely reliable and adapts to your business
requirements easily... like the new Tally 9
Powered by the breakthrough C:MuLATE (Concurrent Multi-lingual Accelerated Technology Engine), Tally 9 is the result of a perfect fusion of the
path-breaking Concurrent Multi-lingual Platform and Object Oriented Database Engine. Technology on which someday all business accounting
solutions will be built. Powerful features and blazing speed combine with enhanced MIS, Multi-lingual and Data Synchronisation capabilities to help
empower businesses like yours.

The Tally 9 Advantage
With Tally 9 you will begin to see clear business benefits accrue from day 1. Tally 9 is the ultimate business solution, designed to meet the growing
information needs of today's business enterprises.
Salient Features

Benefits

Concurrent Multi-lingual Capability

Allows you to enter accounts, view them and print reports in any language of your choice... at the same
time.

Unlimited Companies

Allows creation and maintenance of multiple companies concurrently (up to 99,999 companies).

Consolidation of Companies

Enables grouping of companies and provides consolidated reports. Changes done in any constituent or
branch company is automatically updated.

Data Synchronisation

Helps synchronise and update data across multiple locations. Allows easy access to Tally data.

TallyPayroll

Enhances payroll management with features like automatic calculation of salaries and payslip generation.

Tally 9 - For Enhanced User Experience

Tally 9 is all about enhanced user-experience, speed, power and
versatility. It allows you to enter data in a variety of ways without the
usual restrictive formats of most computer programs; thus making work
a pleasure. Tally 9 gives you the flexibility to work the way you want to.
Adapting to your specific business needs - no matter how simple,
advanced or complex they are.

Tally 9 - For Unmatched Benefits

Amazing Accuracy, Blazing Speed - Provides user-definable templates for
fast, accurate data entry. With Tally 9 all you need to do is ensure
accuracy while keying in your transactions; thereafter all documents
and reports will be generated automatically, at the press of a button.

Unmatched Scaleability - Adapts to the current and future needs of your
business, irrespective of its size or style.
Sheer Power - Has the ability to handle huge volumes of transactions
with neither loss of speed nor efficiency.
Real-time Access To Information - Allows seamless, real-time access to
Tally data across locations, amongst business associates and partners,
and with other software applications.

Tally 9 - For Improved Business Performance

Tally 9 is a highly integrated application that transforms your business
processes with its performance enhancing features, which encompass
accounting, inventory, reporting and statutory processes. This helps you
access information faster, and take quicker decisions. Tally 9 also
guarantees real-time optimisation of operations and enhanced
communication.
Quick Decision-making - Generates real-time, comprehensive MIS
reports and ensures access to complete and critical information,
instantly.
Performance Management - Provides live Key Ratios and Operating
Figures, for monitoring performance and critical decision-making.
Dynamic Query And Drill Down Reporting - Summarises information for
management and allows drill down into details and queries.
Comparison Of Data With Multi-columnar Reports - Compares data for
multiple locations on the same screen, in a columnar format.
Better Planning/Forecasting - Provides 'smart information' using
sophisticated analytical tools, helping you forecast and examine
possible scenarios along with the ability to view provisional reports.
Allows Cost and Profit Centre analysis and reporting; thus making
information available on costs and profits by branches, departments,
geographies, groups, etc.

Reduce Costs And Increase Productivity With Tally 9
Reduces Costs
Salient Features

Benefits

Receivables and Payables Management

Ensures on-time collections, resulting in better cash flow and savings on interest. Generates periodic
reminder letters.

Payment Performance of Debtors

Identifies bad debtors and persistent defaulters; thereby helping you take the right decisions.

Inventory Management Reports

Ensures that you never hold excess stock, or run out of a fast moving item and lose an order.

Profitability Analysis

Provides product-wise and invoice-wise profitability. This helps you identify products with high/low
margins.

Stock Ageing

Identifies stocks based on age, helping you to dispose off old stock quickly.

Reorder Levels

Allows for user-defined Reorder Levels for any given period; helping you avoid excess stocking of items
while ensuring that you don't run out of essential stock.

Increases Productivity
Salient Features

Benefits

Unlimited Levels of Classification

Facilitates ledger classification and re-classifications as required. Enables easy viewing and analysis of
information; thus aiding you in informed decision-making.

Advanced MIS

Compares information in order to understand and analyse performance levels for various periods or
divisions. Helps you study and understand the buying patterns of customers, so that you can channel
your resources to specific segments, periods or customers. Also helps you analyse cash flow situations.

Customised Quotations, Orders,
Invoice, Voucher and Cheque Printing

The integrated system ensures real-time linking of accounts and inventory, resulting in accurate tracking
of information. Ensures quick data entry and retrieval of information with blazing speed.

Flexible Units of Measure

Helps in tracking stock irrespective of the units of measure. For example, when you buy in tons and sell
in kilograms or buy in crates and sell as pieces.

Multi-Location Warehouse Management

Helps you track stock movement; allowing you to decide which warehouse to ship from, depending on
stock position.

Multiple Price Levels

Allows you to pre-define item rates for specific categories of customers, enabling faster and error-free
invoicing and data entry.

Drill Down Facility

Helps you to drill down or instantly update from any report - starting from the Balance Sheet down to
Vouchers, or vice versa.

Tally 9 - For Complete Reliability

Built using a path-breaking technology, which is also highly secure,
Tally 9 makes sure that your critical financial information is safe from
data corruption. This ensures that Tally data is protected from sudden
power outages or system shutdown.

Affordable And Available

Tally 9 is a simple to use, yet powerful and complete business software.
What's more, Tally 9 is also available at leading IT outlets across your
city, at an unbelievable price!

Tally 9 - Features That Future-Proof Your Business
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Advanced Accounting and MIS Accounts Receivable
Accounts Payable General Ledger Voucher and Cheque Printing
Bank Reconciliation Cost Centres and Cost Categories Budgeting
Multi-Currency Interest Calculations Multi-Location Inventory
Flexible Units of Measure Multiple Valuation Methods
Purchase/Sales Order Processing Bill of Material
Batch-wise Management, including Expiry Date Handling
Movement Analysis Reports Job Costing POS Invoicing
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Tally Solutions - The Force Behind Tally 9

While the focus of Tally Solutions has previously been on a single
application - Business Accounting - today, it has moved from a single
product company to a multiple product company and is also a service
provider. Tally's offerings span several innovative products and service
offerings for various business verticals and users - right from the
traditional small business, to middle and large enterprises, Chartered
Accountants and Software Entrepreneurs.

Tally Solutions was the first company in the world to introduce the
no-codes concept in accounting software. The mission of Tally Solutions
is, to continue to provide flexible and easily comprehensible business
solutions, akin to the manual accounting system, while optimising
advances in technology.

Tally, today, is an integral part of a vast variety of businesses and is an
indispensable tool for over 2 million users in over 90 countries across
the world.

Seeing is believing! So, wait no longer to enjoy the power of
'Accounting on Computers' with the world's first concurrent
multi-lingual Business Accounting & Inventory Management
Software - Tally 9.

Call us today to discover how this powerful and versatile business
accounting software can change the way you do business and
increase your business performance manifold.

Since its inception in 1986, Tally Solutions has constantly endeavoured
to develop cutting-edge technology products that have practical
relevance to businesses. New features, new products, new services,
new technologies, and above all, the Power of Simplicity' have made
Tally Solutions one of the leading financial accounting software
companies in the world.

Accolades & Recognition
!
Winner of PC Quest Users' Choice Award
12 times in a row

!
Winner of Windows Editor's Choice Award for
The Best Accounting & Inventory
Management Software for Small and Medium
Business Enterprises in the Middle East

!
Tally was one of the first few software
products to be accredited by the Institute of
Chartered Accountants of England & Wales
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